Globe luxation, complex eyelid laceration and lost medial rectus: extreme complication of ocular trauma
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DESCRIPTION

A 42-year-old man presented to our emergency services 2 days following blunt trauma caused by an iron rod during an alleged assault. The patient was conscious, alert and oriented to time, place and person. On general examination vital signs were found to be normal. On ocular examination a full thickness lid laceration involving lid margin of left upper lid with anterior luxation of eye ball was noted (figure 1A). The left eye was in gross exodeviatation. There was no perception of light in the left eye, while the pupil was fixed and dilated. No corneal or scleral disintegrity was noted as the anterior chamber was well formed and intraocular pressure appeared normal as on palpation through the lower eye lid. No obvious anomaly was apparent in the right eye.

An urgent CT scan of head and orbit was done, which revealed complete transection of optic nerve along with disinsertion of left medial rectus from its insertion (figure 1B,C). No orbital fractures were noted. The patient was explained about the nil visual prognosis and a possible need for enucleation in the event of unsuccessful globe positioning due to delayed presentation. However, against our expectations, globe repositioning procedure with lid laceration repair was performed with relative ease under general anaesthesia (figure 1D). The globe was explored for wounds, but no scleral disintegrity was found. The medial rectus muscle was explored, but could not be identified. The medial rectus was disinserted from its insertion as a result of the force of trauma, as evidenced by a lack of residual muscle stump at the insertion site. No orbital fat prolapse was noted. The other extraocular muscles were explored and were found to be normally inserted. The globe was repositioned into the orbit by retracting the eyelids away from the globe using Desmarre lid retractors followed by gentle posterior pressure on the globe. The eyelids were opposed by a temporary suture tarsorrhaphy which was done using 4–0 silk suture. The patient was given a postoperative antibiotic prophylaxis in form of oral ciprofloxacin. At 3-month follow-up, the globe was in its place with nil perception of light, however, a large angle exotropia was present due to the unopposed action of lateral rectus (figure 1E).

Anterior luxation of globe is a rare manifestation of ocular trauma.1 It can occur with or without avulsion of the optic nerve. Extreme rotation and forward displacement of the globe can cause shearing of the optic nerve fibres in cases of non-penetrating injuries. Lamina cribrosa is the most common site for avulsion of the optic nerve.2 Absence of supportive connective tissue septa make the axons vulnerable to damage at this location. Anterior luxation is followed by contraction of orbicularis oculi which causes further anterior displacement of globe, which can set up a vicious cycle increasing the globe luxation. Late presentation following globe luxation can lead to failure of manual globe repositioning necessitating eye lid procedures like canthotomy or cantholysis, and rarely enucleation. Enucleation is resorted only when either the integrity of the globe cannot be restored or globe repositioning is not possible with setting in of anterior ischaemia. In the current case, presence of the eye lid laceration made globe repositioning relatively easier and despite delayed presentation, complications of ischaemia were avoided.

Extraocular muscles may be affected as well, depending on the degree of trauma. The medial rectus is most commonly affected, followed by the inferior rectus, the superior rectus and the obliques in the decreasing order of frequency. Preservation of the globe can reduce psychological trauma to the patient.3 Despite best efforts, medial rectus could not be identified in our case at the time of...
globe repositioning, and subsequent cosmetic rehabilitation was planned for correction of the squint. A lost or torn muscle may be encountered in instances of trauma, strabismus surgery, inadvertent myectomies, during retinal reattachment surgery, or as a complication of orbital or paranasal sinus surgery. A lost muscle is characterised by the absence of any attachment of the muscle tendon or capsule to the sclera; whereas a torn or snapped muscle as one in which the muscle belly has ruptured across its width, posterior to the muscle insertion, while the insertion to the globe remains intact. In cases of lost medial rectus muscle, extraocular muscle (EOM) transposition procedures like vertical recti transposition and lateral recti transposition procedure to the medial rectus have proven to be of great benefit. Globe-tethering procedures can also be used correct strabismus resulting from such cases. In cases of torn muscles, both stump ends must be explored and reattached using absorbable sutures. CT scan or an MRI can provide important information regarding the diagnosis in case of a patient with suspected EOM injury. High resolution CT scans are gold standard in cases where orbital fracture is suspected. The MRI provides better understanding of the structural integrity of the muscle and soft tissues.

It is very important to confirm the status of tetanus toxoid prophylaxis. In this case, the patient had already received the tetanus toxoid prophylaxis prior to referral to our centre. The patient was counselled regarding monocular precautions and was advised polycarbonate plastic protection glass after surgery to prevent any inadvertent trauma to the healthy eye. He was also counselled for lifestyle measures and choice of occupation to prevent fellow eye trauma.
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